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When Ross Poldark's former beloved gives birth to a son - with his enemy, George Warleggan -

Ross must face the pain of losing her all over again. But soon they discover her cousin has fallen in

love with Ross' brother-in-law, and the two families become entangled in surprising new ways. As

the rivalry between Ross and George reaches new heights, the families must face an uncertain

future. Filled with intrigue and secrets, and set against the romantic Cornwall backdrop, The Black

Moon will pull you into the lives of these two very memorable families.
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All of the "Novels of Cornwall" series by Winston Graham are little jewels, they tell stories that run

together over eventful years and create a settlement of characters that become real to even a

casual reader. His prose is expert enough that there is never the feeling of wasted hours, instead he

facilitates an escape into the harsh beauty of Cornwall and an appreciation of the culture of a past

era.

I am a BIG fan of the PBS Poldark series and decided to read the books. I have bought e books up

to #9 out of the 12. Yesterday I found them on  for $2.99. I have enjoyed the books very much with

more details etc of the story. Get a little frustrated with the English jargon in the book but I just find

myself reading slower and concentrating more. For any Poldark fans, I could highly recommend the

books.



A curse on George Warleggan! One can only hope he will get his one of these days! I am enjoying

the introduction of the Carne brothers and we shall see what befalls Caroline and Dwight. The

characters are brought to life so wonderfully by Graham...it is easy to imagine what they look like,

visualize the scenes, and become emotionally involved in all of their lives. Looking forward to the

next book, but will be sorry when I close the cover on the last book. I going to stretch out the rest of

the books so I won't reach the end too soon.

Well written! I appreciate the continuation of the story of the Poldarks. I came to know this series

with the recent BBC production, and wanted more and could not wait for the next installment. The

narrative picked up smoothly and the voice of the author is really captured well by the series..I

jumped right in and could visualize all of the characters. I've already ordered the next book.

This is a must read for POLDARK fans. There is much character development . I had been

wondering when we were going to read more about Geoffrey Charles. Scenes where he and his

governess get to know Drake are fun and touching. We get to know George and his relationship

with Elizabeth much better. The last scene with George and Agatha haunts me even now. If we ever

had any doubt that George was a cruel person, there will be no doubt after reading THE BLACK

MOON. Ross continues to be adventurous, chance taking and fascinating in his quest to help

Caroline and Dwight. Demelza continues to be loving, understanding, and giving.

Love Winston Graham - what a beautiful, descriptive writer and I feel as if I have traveled back in

time to Cornwall! I've lived in England and so reading his stories are nostalgic. The language is

lovely and he has the period expressions and dialogue down! What a joy to read.

Another in the Poldark series that is quite good........romance, history, war, challenges....all done in

a beautiful writing style that other authors of today should take guidance from. I love this whole

series and can't wait to gobble each one up.

I got hooked on this series but disappointed in Valentine's character. He didn't ask to be their love

child but has to bear their sins. You can see that coming. He instinctlvely knows he's Ross' son and

I think he should've been more of a hero, but it kept my interest and I liked it until I realized if a

character does something bad, he is punished usually by death. That lesson got a little old.
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